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ABSTRACT 
 

This article reviews a method of histograms based on descriptors of SIFT and SURF and their application in Recognition of 
three-dimensional object recognition from various view. This method will be provided for Recognition of objects in a set of 
three-dimensional objects and images of ETH80 databases to assess the effectiveness of methods used in determining the three-
dimensional objects. Finally, some of these results will be presented.  
 KEYWORDS : Histogram based on features descriptor, three-dimensional objects recognition , SIFT & SURF, ETH80‘s 

images databases.   
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Detection of different objects using image descriptors have grown substantially in recent years and has been too promising 
in the field of machine vision for having powerful system with extensive and different capabilities so that scientists are more and 
more hopeful to have systems with similar features of biological vision systems in near future.  

According to research by neuroscientists, there is evidence indicating that in the biological visual systems are some 
neuronal layers which are sensitive to local features and have a major role in process of determination of objects and 
environmental features.  In recent years some local feature extraction algorithms have been proposed which successfully detected 
the two-dimensional patterns such as face that also have been used in detection and recognition three-dimensional objects, and 
environment features.  SIFT and SURF local descriptors are among most popular descriptors that have been used efficiently in 
different applications of vision machines. These descriptors in this article are used for detection of three-dimensional objects.  

1-1. SIFT descriptors  
Lowe(1999) represented Scale Invariant Feature Transform(SIFT) that the objective of the sift algorithm is to extract 

repeatable feature points from an image. The features are invariant to image scaling, rotation and partially invariant to change in 
illumination and 3D camera view point. The SIFT feature points are highly distinctive in the sense that a single feature can be 
correctly matched with high probability against a large database features this provides of basic for object and scene recognition. 
    Following are the major stage of computation used to generate the set of image features: 
1. Scale-space extrema detection: The first stage of computation searches over all scales and image locations. It is implemented 
efficiently by using a difference-of-Gaussian function to identify potential interest points that are invariant to scale and 
orientation. 
2. Keypoint localization: At each candidate location, a detailed model is fit to determine location and scale. Keypoints are 
selected based on measures of their stability. 
3. Orientation assignment: One or more orientations are assigned to each keypoint location based on local image gradient 
directions. All future operations are performed on image data that has been transformed relative to the assigned orientation, 
scale, and location for each feature, thereby providing invariance to these transformations. 
4. Keypoint descriptor: The local image gradients are measured at the selected scale in the region around each keypoint. These 
are transformed into a representation that allows for significant levels of local shape distortion and change in illumination. 
       This approach has been named the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), as it transforms image data into scale-invariant 
coordinates relative to local features. 

An important characteristic of this approach is that it generates large numbers of features that densely cover the image over 
the full range of scales and locations. Usually an image that has 500x500 pixels will have about 2000 features (this features are 
stable and this number relevant to both image content and choices for various parameters). The quantity of features is particularly 
important for object recognition, where the ability to detect small objects in cluttered backgrounds requires that at least 3 features 
be correctly matched from each object for reliable identification.[1] 
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1-2 SURF descriptor  

SIFT and SURF algorithms use methods with small differences to detection features. SIFT makes visual pyramids to find 
candidate points and filters each layer according to the Gauss law with increased Sigma values and finds differences. On the 
other hand, SURF uses Hessian Matrix to select the candidate points in different sizes and uses, as is used in the Hessian-Laplace 
method [7].  

In the phase of determination the main angle of the feature vector, the angle dominant over vector of feature descriptor is 
obtained using Haar-Wavelet filters and the integral of the image to speed up the filtering operation, [7].    

 Finally, using filters Haar-Wavelet the property descriptor is obtained in the related areas to extract property vector in the 
neighbor of the candidate point like SIFT method but in less dimensions.[7]. 
 1-3    3-D object recognition 

 Three-dimensional object recognition is one of the charming capabilities of human accompanied him since childhood that 
often simply and unconsciously is performed by brain.  Man in a short glance can recognize a special object that is changed in 
terms of lighting, angle view, color and different properties.  The idealized purpose of machine vision of science is to build a 
machine vision system that its vision ability is like human or even better.  Since the advent of machine vision, methods 
developed for detection of objects can be classified into three general methods:  

 1.  Methods based on description of the geometric properties  
 2.  Methods based on physical features  
 3.  Methods based on feature descriptors   
 When objects in the three-dimensional objects are investigated in different angles, then they will have different properties and 

appearance. Therefore, in order to identify specific object in different angles, a set of structure and appearance properties in 
different angles are needed.  Therefore, three dimensional diagnosis methods are often based on the construction of three-
dimensional models mentioned above. However, powerful methods that are used today for various applications of machine 
vision are mostly used in all three methods to improve the performance and using their benefits to increase power and accuracy 
of machine vision systems.  

 This paper presents a method based on feature descriptors that test results will be presented on a database of three-
dimensional objects.   

2.  The suggested method  
SIFT and SURF descriptors are used with a direct matching method to track, detect and classify three-dimensional objects 

as well as two dimensional patterns such as figures. But the method used in this article is similar to the method presented in [8] 
that will be explained in brief in the next part. Similar objects have the same local structural patterns in their structure. So if you 
use the Local Identifier like SIFT that describes specific features of an object in a proper way, then you can find two dimensional 
and three-dimensional models that reflect structural features of related objects that is considered as a criterion to identify and 
categorize different objects.  

The method used in this article first finds SIFT or SURF feature vectors of images related to specific objects and then 
classifies them using K-Means as a certain number of categories.  Then obtained centers of all the objects in question are 
considered as points between the histogram. Then a descriptor of the histogram between the points will be obtained for any 
particular object with classification of obtained vectors from feature descriptors of SIFT and SURF. After normalization, the 
feature vector will be used for classification of images of related objects.  

 
 Figure 3: An example of histogram obtained from an image. 

 
Histograms obtained by this method can be classified by one of the different classification methods like neural networks or 

SVM so that obtained histograms of the different images of each object in different conditions and angles can be put in one 
group and class. But the suggested method is that histograms or feature vectors corresponding to each object should be 
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considered  as points in areas with high-dimensional space that center of these points will be obtained by K - Means method or 
other methods. Then histogram of the new image related to different objects are obtained and classified. Also Euclidean distance 
of this point will be obtained via related obtained centers in the previous stage and the closest center is considered as class of the 
new object. Also other criteria such as distance or Manhattan distance can be used [8] to compare the new histogram with the 
histogram of the centers and their final categorization.  

3.  Experiments and results  
 3-1 Detection of three-dimensional objects from different angles 

 As previously mentioned, three-dimensional object recognition is one of the most important tasks and capabilities of machine 
vision science. So this section, as mentioned in [8], provides a method based on databases of images of various objects obtained 
by the author that is evaluated [9] in different angles. These images consists of two separate images as the training and testing set 
, each containing 55 images of 11 different objects so that five images of each object is available from a fixed angle, but with 
different lighting and color conditions. However, test set images with different angles and different lighting conditions of related 
and machine vision methods should be able to recognize objects from different angles.  Due to the above mentioned results 
obtained by the described, we do not compare this method with other methods of this classification.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Examples of images of related objects belong to the training set was that are different only in terms of colors and lighting [9]. 

 
Figure 5: Rate of correct detection of images of objects from the test set depending on the number of classes of histograms obtained by SIFT 

descriptor of each image. 
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Figure 6: Rate of correct detection of images of objects from the test set depending on the number of classes of histograms obtained by SURF-

128 descriptor of each image. 
 

 3-2 Testing on databases of ETH80  
Next, this method was performed on the standard databases of ETH80 images. Results of the same methods can be observed in 

the [2]. Some examples of the images can be seen in figure 12.In this collection the database includes 8 topics (classes) of 
different objects that in each class there are 10 types of that object.  There are 41 pictures of each species.  In fact, there are 80 
objects and 41 images is available from each of object.  All objects have been selected so that include different categories of 
objects in the real world such as fruits ,vegetables ,living creatures ,vehicles and etc.  

 

 
  

Figure 7 - Sample images of objects from databases of ETH80 
 

 The obtained results are given below: 
 

 Leibe 
Method 

SIFT Histogram 
(X2Dist.) 

SIFT Histogram 
(Manhattan 
Dist.) 

Apple 57.56 69.27 72.68 
Pear 66.10 78.54 77.80 
Tomato 98.54 72.20 71.46 
Cow 86.59 76.09 75.12 
Dog 34.63 77.56 78.78 
Horse 32.68 70.49 73.90 
Cup 79.76 74.39 73.90 
Car 62.93 77.56 80.24 
Total 64.85 74.51 75.49 

 
Figure 8: Rate of correct detection of the test images depending on various topics in the database of ETH80 images 
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Figure 9:  The correct diagnosis rate of 14 images from the test set depending on various topics in the database of ETH80 images  

 
It can be seen that although obtained results in some cases are lower than the results of Leibe & Schiele [2], in the most issues, 

especially issues with more complex images much better results are obtained.  If you use more powerful hardware, the SVM 
method and genetic algorithm, then it can be expected that better results are obtained.  

 
4.  Conclusion  
  

This article investigates a method based on statistical distribution of feature descriptors of SIFT and SURF to detect r two 
and three dimensional objects from different angles. The obtained the results show the efficiency of this method.  But on the 
other hand with a mix of different descriptors, better performance can be achieved [8].  But for detection of objects that have 
smooth surfaces, little details or objects without effective erasure, these methods are not very effective. We can combine these 
methods with methods based on structural and physical properties to give powerful methods for different applications of machine 
vision.  
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